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General Comment
The work hour rules were the best regulation ever imposed by the government regarding nuclear power
workers. The only problem was the government backed off to utility pressure allowing a watering down of the
language and made it even more confusing. Utilities will work people 100 hours per week if you let them, also
workers would work 100 hours per week if you let them - fatigue doesn't make a difference - only money does,
and both parties have an economic interest for NOT limiting the number of hours people are worked. I have
worked at nuclear plants for more than 20 years and have been continually amazed by how many times
mangement and workers screw themselves with outrageous work hours. If humanity has proved anythong in
history is it has to be protected from itself, Who can seriously say they can work productively, or safely. when
they work 72 hours in a week for any extended period? - answer nobody if they are honest. This is about
money and that is it. Nobody wants to work that much. When they do they get fatigued, especially when it
happens over long periods. Utilities just don't want to hire more people. Keep the rule, but make it less
confusing and get rid of the noncovered worker, they are getting killed now. Anyone who works at a nuclear
plant knows a noncovered person working on a noncovered system can cause as much damage as any covered
person. Make the rule apply to everyone, and don;t ask the utilities opinion - I can tell you that right now. If it
is going to cost 1 dime - they will spend a $1,000 an hour to fight it. Make it simple - like no one can work
more than 75 hours a week, and a 54 average over 6 weeks (including turnover, emergencies. etc) PERIOD.
NO MDO - MUST have at least 1 day off every 7 PERIOD. Allow two weeks before and 2 weeks after for phasing
in and out of outages, PERIOD. Make it simple to stop all this crying.
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Van,

Attached for docketing is a comment on PRM-26-5 that I received via the regulations.gov website on 12/15/10.

Thanks,
Carol
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